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n Abstract Strategies for rationally manipulating cell behavior in cell-based tech-
nologies and molecular therapeutics and understanding effects of environmental agents
on physiological systems may be derived from a mechanistic understanding of under-
lying signaling mechanisms that regulate cell functions. Three crucial attributes of
signal transduction necessitate modeling approaches for analyzing these systems: an
ever-expanding plethora of signaling molecules and interactions, a highly intercon-
nected biochemical scheme, and concurrent biophysical regulation. Because signal
flow is tightly regulated with positive and negative feedbacks and is bidirectional with
commands traveling both from outside-in and inside-out, dynamic models that couple
biophysical and biochemical elements are required to consider information processing
both during transient and steady-state conditions. Unique mathematical frameworks
will be needed to obtain an integrated perspective on these complex systems, which
operate over wide length and time scales. These may involve a two-level hierarchical
approach wherein the overall signaling network is modeled in terms of effective “cir-
cuit” or “algorithm” modules, and then each module is correspondingly modeled with
more detailed incorporation of its actual underlying biochemical/biophysical molecular
interactions.
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INTRODUCTION
Complex biological processes such as development, tissue function, immune re-
sponse, and wound healing are orchestrated through precise and dynamic regula-
tion of cell behavior, primarily achieved by active dialogue between cells and their
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environment. This exchange of information, or signals, collectively termed cellular
signaling, is based on the cell’s ability to “read” environmental cues, “translate”
them into intracellular commands, and “react” with appropriate responses. Impor-
tantly, to enable truly dynamic regulation, a fourth component—the cell’s ability
to “write” its own messages into the extracellular space—ensures bidirectional
communication.
Consistent with its ubiquity in governing biological processes, the molecular
mechanisms underlying a variety of pathologies can be traced to aberrations in one
or more of these four aspects of cellular signaling. Autoimmune diseases or graft re-
jections result from erroneous or undesired recognition (read) of self versus foreign
major histocompatibility complexes (1, 2). In the autoimmune disease type I dia-
betes, targeted destruction of pancreatic cells eliminates the production (write) of
insulin—a signal carrier that triggers the uptake of glucose by extrapancreatic cells
(3). Conversely, the failure of extrapancreatic cells to recognize and translate the
presence of an insulin signal leads to type II diabetes (3). Finally, in cancer devel-
opment, mutations effectively hardwire intracellular signal translation machinery
into a promitogenic state even in the absence of mitogenic extracellular cues and
induce uncontrolled proliferation, eventually leading to tumor formation (4).
Because of their functional significance in both normal and pathological con-
ditions, cellular signaling molecules provide powerful targets for disease therapy
(5). In addition to targeting intracellular signaling components with small molecule
inhibitors, protein therapeutics such as soluble antibodies or cytokines may be de-
signed to antagonize or stimulate existing stimulus recognition molecules. In these
and other applications such as tissue engineering and biomaterials design, the goal
is often to achieve tunable control over cell behavior.
Exploiting this powerful cellular signaling machinery on a rational basis in these
applications requires quantitative and mechanistic understanding of how signals
govern cell responses. Involvement of numerous species and interactions that col-
lectively propagate signals through an interconnected physiochemical network
constrains intuitive predictions of signaling performance. Therefore, growing em-
phasis has been placed on developing mathematical models to assess the behavior
of these complex signaling systems. Moreover, because ongoing characterization
of signaling components and pathways is an area of intense research, concur-
rent progress in inferring the performance of these under-defined systems requires
engineering analysis and synthesis. A combination of quantitative experimental
approaches, rigorous analysis, and mathematical modeling will be required to
tackle the multiple layers of complexity in signal transduction.
The purpose of this review is to highlight conceptually the attributes of signal-
ing systems that necessitate a modeling approach to studying these systems. In
conjunction, some previous models are presented to delineate how this approach
has provided quantitative insight into regulatory mechanisms governing informa-
tion flow, including not only biochemical regulation but also biophysical aspects.
Given the breadth of this review, we maintain our focus on conceptually describing
salient features of cell signaling and on offering our perspective on future directions
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BIOENGINEERING AND CELL SIGNALING 33
in this rapidly evolving field. We place lesser emphasis on detailed presentation
of each element of signal transduction and on all-inclusive coverage of models for
signaling, both of which are well beyond the scope of a single review.
COMPLEXITY IN SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION
MECHANISMS
The first level of complexity in cellular signaling derives from the large number of
molecules and multiple types of interactions between them. Considering the read
functionality alone, detecting extracellular cues requires several classes of sensor-
stimulus interactions, typically involving receptor-ligand binding (Table 1). While
some receptors, such as those for growth factors and cytokines, are found on
the cell surface, intracellular receptors bind to small molecules such as steroids
capable of passing through the cell membrane. In addition to these soluble factors,
extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins and proteins found on adjacent cell surfaces
also regulate cell functions through their interaction with adhesion and cell-cell
contact receptors such as integrins and cadherins, respectively.
Regardless of the mode of sensing environmental cues, perception of a stimulus
must be translated through intracellular signaling mechanisms to affect end-point
cell functions. This translation occurs through a cascade of events (Figure 1) involv-
ing multiple intracellular species including small molecules, lipids, and proteins.
Proteins involved in this process typically possess a modular design composed of
TABLE 1 Stimulus-sensor pairs. Stimuli, typically in the form of protein
ligands, are recognized by sensors, typically receptors located on the cell
membrane. Most stimuli fall into one of four groups: cell-ECM adhesion, cell-cell
contact, soluble factors, and mechanical forces
Stimulus Sensor
Cell-ECM adhesion (92)
ECM proteins Proteoglycans (e.g. syndecans) (93)
ECM proteins Integrins (94)
Cell-cell contact (92)
Cadherins Cadherins (95)
Major histocompatibility complex (MHC) T cell receptor
Carbohydrates (e.g. sialyl Lewis x) Selectins (96)
Soluble factors
Growth factors, cytokines Growth factor and cytokine receptors
Steroids Intracellular receptors
Mechanical forces Mechanoreceptors (e.g. integrins)
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Figure 1 Unidirectional, linear signaling cascade. The simplest view of signal transduc-
tion entails a cascade of molecular events initiated by the recognition of a stimulus and
culminating in the chemical alteration of an effector molecule Mn.
different functional domains (Table 2). These domains generally either mediate
physical association between a signaling protein and another signaling moiety or
catalyze reactions. One pair of common reactions involves the addition (kinase)
or removal (phosphatase) of phosphate groups from specific residues on proteins.
Enzymatic activity in signaling is not constrained to protein substrates, as kinases
and phosphatases target lipid substrates. Other lipid modifications, such as the
cleavage of phosphatidylinositol-bis-phosphate (PIP2) to diacylglycerol (DAG)
and inositol triphosphate (IP3) by the enzyme phospholipase C (PLC), also occur.
Analogously, physical interactions involve the docking of a protein with another
protein or lipid. In addition to proteins and lipids, small molecules such as calcium
ions play an important role in signal transduction as transporters control their spa-
tial distribution, and enzymatic activity in some cases is dependent on the local
concentration of these molecules.
Given all these components, an indication of the immense size of the signal-
ing machinery is offered by the estimate that 2,000 and 1,000 of the 75,000
total genes in the vertebrate genome code for protein kinases and phosphatases,
respectively (6, 7). These two enzymatic functions comprise just a subset of func-
tional motifs found in signaling proteins, which in turn work with other signaling
moieties such as lipids and small molecules.
In addition to the size of the signaling machinery, a second layer of complexity—
interconnectivity of signaling biochemistry—is apparent from the fact that signal-
ing proteins often contain multiple functional domains, thus enabling each to
interact with numerous downstream targets (Figure 2, species R1). One implica-
tion of this is that these molecules can serve as branchpoints in signal transduc-
tion, as has been observed for proteins such as growth factor receptors (GFR)
(8), focal adhesion kinase (FAK) (9), Crk-associated substrate (Cas), Crk, and
paxillin (10, 11). Some of the pathways initially diverging from this common
source (through A, B, and D in Figure 2) may reconverge further downstream
(at E and G), revealing that signaling pathways are highly interconnected and
that a single stimulus can affect multiple cell functions through this signaling
network. Additional network structure is imposed by the fact that different
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TABLE 2 Functional domains within signaling proteins. Signaling proteins typically possess
a modular structure composed of different functional domains. These domains either mediate
physical interspecies association and binding or enzymatic activity.a Listed are some common
functional groups and corresponding subgroups with unique specificity. Examples of signaling
proteins involved in such interactions or enzymes overseeing different substrate modifications
are also provided
Domain functionality Specificity Examples
Protein-protein interactions SH2, pY (97) Grb2-SH2,RTK, FAK
SH3, Pro-rich domain (97) Grb2-SH3, FAK, Sos
PTB, pY (98) IRS-1, Insulin rec.
WW, pS or pT (99) YAP,Yes
PDZ,C-term E(S/T)DV (100) PSD-95,NMDA rec.
Protein-lipid interactions (101) PH, phosphoinositides Akt, PI (3, 4) P2
Kinase activity (7) Y residue RTK, FAK
S/T residue Raf
Y or S/T MEK
Lipids PI3K
Phosphatase activity (7) Y residue SHP-2 (102)
S/T residue PP2A (103)
Y or S/T residue MKP-1, Pac-1 (87)
Lipids PTEN (104)
Protease activity Cysteine Calpain
Lipid modification PIP2! DAG C IP3 PLC
aAbbreviations: DAG, diacylglycerol; FAK, focal adhesion kinase; IP3, inositol triphosphate; PH, plekstrin homology;
PIP2, phosphatidylinositol-bis-phosphate; PLC, phospholipase C; Pro-rich, proline-rich; PTB, phosphotyrosine binding;
pX, phospho-X residue; rec., receptor; RTK, receptor tyrosine kinase; SH, Src-homology; S, serine; T, threonine; Y,
tyrosine.
stimulus-sensor pairs share common signaling machinery to transduce their in-
formation. Thus, a single stimulus ! single pathway ! single cell function
(Figure 1) view of signal transduction must be expanded to a broader perspective:
multiple stimuli! interconnected signaling network! multiple cell functions
(Figure 2).
Alongside the magnitude of the signaling machinery and the dynamics of the in-
terconnected biochemistry, biophysical regulation of signal transduction provides
a third layer of complexity to these systems. Closer consideration of some of the
signaling reactions (ion transporters and protein-protein associations) and molec-
ular components (cytoskeletal proteins, adhesion receptors) suggests that there is
a physical aspect to signaling that should not be overlooked (Figure 2). In fact, a
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Figure 2 Extension to a more realistic, complex signaling network perspective. A more expan-
sive perspective on signaling considers a network of biochemical and biophysical events that are
initiated in response to the detection of multiple chemical stimuli (S) or forces (F) by different
sensor receptors (R). This network involves branch points (cytoplasmic domain of R1) from which
multiple pathways emanate and convergence points (E, G) where pathways meet to impart coordi-
nated regulation of multiple cell functions (Fn). Also depicted are biophysical regulatory elements
such as translocation and localization of proteins (wavy lines) and force redistribution through
cytoskeletal filaments.
eukaryotic cell cannot be modeled generally as a “well-mixed bag of molecules”
without grossly oversimplifying important aspects of signaling regulation. Rather,
eukaryotic cells are constructed with well-defined molecular architecture, with
proteins and organelles placed in appropriate locations to optimize function. Be-
cause information transfer along a signaling pathway strongly depends on interplay
between its biochemical and biophysical aspects, models coupling these two fac-
tors are essential in delineating a more complete mechanistic understanding of
signal propagation.
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Signaling Biochemistry
In considering the interconnected biochemistry of signal transduction, an engi-
neering objective would be to determine information flow through these pathways
and to redistribute that flow to favor desired cellular responses. Tracking infor-
mation flow will require identification of multiple metrics, rather than a single
universal descriptor, for information content as these networks involve different
types of species (e.g. lipids, small ions, proteins) and proteins with multiple func-
tional domains. In the case of signaling proteins, various biochemical properties
such as degree of phosphorylation of a protein scaffold or enzymatic activity level
of a kinase may serve as information metrics. Moreover, because each signaling
protein often possesses multiple functional domains, several such candidate indi-
cators may apply to a single protein. Additionally, the packaging of information
may not remain consistent as it traverses the pathway. For example, a pathway
may begin with a scaffolding event between a phosphorylated protein R1 and its
target protein B (Figure 2). Once this target protein B docks, it may then acquire
catalytic activity for its downstream substrate C.
For the special case in which each component in a pathway possesses a single
property indicative of its information content, steady-state efficiency of signal
transfer from a stimulus (M0) to a target process (Mn) can be related to the steady-
state efficiency of information transfer at each rung of the pathway (Figure 1).
Kholodenko et al define a sensitivity factor (i,j), analogous to a response co-
efficient in metabolic control analysis (13), for information transfer between an
upstream signaling molecule Mi and a downstream component Mj as the ratio of
fractional change in Mj activity to the fractional change in Mi activity in the limit
in which the fractional change in Mi activity approaches zero (Figure 3) (12). This
limit indicates that this ratio is a local sensitivity factor whose value depends on the
level of Mi activity. Local sensitivity ratios greater than one indicate a sensitivity
magnification such that a fractional change in Mi activity is magnified to a larger
fractional change in Mj activity. Additionally, in the case where i D 0 and j D n, we
obtain the stimulus-response local sensitivity factor (0,n), which has been shown
to equal the product of the local sensitivity factors at each level of the pathway
(i.e. the product of all i,iC1 for i D 0 to n− 1) (12, 14).
Whereas local sensitivity gives an assessment of how Mj activity changes for
small perturbations in Mi, its value is a function of specific levels of Mi. A more
global measure of sensitivity (i,j) can be defined as the fold increase in Mi required
to elicit a shift from 10% to 90% maximal Mj activity (Figure 3) (15). When Mj
activity is a monotonically increasing, sigmoidal function of Mi activity, a curve
described by the Hill equation would effectively describe the Mj activity depen-
dence on Mi activity (16). The Hill coefficient () parameter from this curve fit
relates to global sensitivity by the equation i,j D .81/1= (15). Importantly, this
global sensitivity is not a function of specific Mi activity levels, but a property of the
entire Mj-Mi dose-response curve. It should be noted that the stimulus-response
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Figure 3 Local and global sensitivity of steady-state signal propagation. In the specific
case where information content of signaling events are fully captured by their steady-state
values, the slope at specific points along the steady-state functional dependence between two
species in a pathway provides a measure of local sensitivity. Also, in the case in which this
dependence is a monotonically increasing, sigmoidal function, a global sensitivity measure
can be obtained by fitting the curve to the Hill equation.
global sensitivity (0,n) does not adhere to the same property as the stimulus-
response local sensitivity and is not simply the product of global sensitivities at
each level of the pathway (17). Responses with high stimulus-response global
sensitivity as measured by a Hill coefficient >1 are labeled “ultrasensitive” re-
sponses because their response elevates from 10% to 90% of maximal level over
a smaller range of stimulus amount than would a Michaelis-Menten response that
possesses a Hill coefficient of 1. This ultra-sensitive behavior can be derived from
different sources: operation of enzymes in a region of saturation with respect
to their protein substrates (termed “zero-order” sensitivity) (15, 18), the presence
of a stoichiometric inhibitor (19), the involvement of the same effector in multi-
ple steps of a pathway (19), and two-collision, distributive mechanisms for dual
modification-dependent activation of a signaling component (18, 20).
This definition of global sensitivity relies on a monotonic, sigmoidal rela-
tionship between stimulus and response. However, other functional relationships
are also seen in cases such as biphasic dependence of migration speed on
cell-substratum adhesivity (21) or differential transcription of genes resulting in
at least three different behavioral states in response to changes in levels of one
stimulus or morphogen (22). In fact, in Xenopus blastula cells, morphogen-bound
receptor numbers of 0, 100, and 300 commit cells to no, Xbra, or Xgsc transcription,
respectively (23).
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Given this transcription dependence on a small number of species, stochastic
contributions to gene transcription is likely to yield individual cell response vari-
ability. In a stochastic simulation of gene expression in a simple system wherein a
protein product encoded by one gene promotes the expression of a second gene, the
level of protein transcribed from the second gene was found to increase in “bursts”
separated by random time intervals (24). Extending this approach to a complex
genetic circuit governing phage  choice of lytic-lysogenic pathway reveals that a
stochastic kinetic model accurately predicts pathway choice at different phage:cell
ratios (25). Stochastic modeling has also been applied in receptor-ligand mediated
detection of chemoattractant gradients and directionality of migration (26, 27).
Whether cells are situated in the absence or presence of a gradient, their migration
can be characterized as a random walk with only the degree of directional bias
favoring the gradient in the latter case. Thus, even in the presence of a gradient,
stochastic variations in receptor-ligand binding kinetics can result in random error
of sampling equivalent in some cases to the 1% gradient difference that determines
cell assessment of a chemical gradient (28). Hence, even in the presence of a gradi-
ent, the cell can be randomly oriented in the “wrong” direction despite the random
biased motion of cells “moving up” a chemoattractant gradient. Both of these
examples demonstrate often-important features of cell signaling responses: (a) a
relatively small number components and (b) consequent variability of measured
outcome of behavior of individual cells across a population.
As suggested by these stochastic models, kinetic analysis can offer new and
significant insight into signaling performance not evident from considering steady-
state behavior of signals alone. Rapid positive and negative regulatory mechanisms
characteristic of signaling biochemistry often produce signals whose information
content resides in their transient features. Broadly, these transient signals can be
categorized into cyclical and noncyclical types.
Among the noncyclical category are signals that undergo no, partial, complete,
or over adaptation (29) (Figure 4). It is possible that even in scenarios such as no
or partial adaptation, the rate of initial signal generation determines downstream
response and not the later steady-state level of signal attained. This might be the
case if a feedback decoupling step disconnects the signal from its downstream
target in a time-scale much shorter than that needed for the signal to reach steady-
state. In this scenario, the downstream target only has the opportunity to respond
to early levels of signal, and the later steady-state level has no implication for
downstream signal propagation.
In complete adaptation, the steady-state level of the signal returns to its initial
value following a stimulus challenge, suggesting that the stimulus fails to propagate
any new information through this signaling molecule to an end-point cell function.
However, transient signals have been shown to regulate not only transient cell
responses occurring within the same time-scale as the signal, but also cell functions
that occur well after the transient signal returns to its initial level.
An example of the former occurs in the regulation of bacterial chemotaxis.
In response to an attractant, peritrichous bacterium Escherichia coli bias their
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Figure 4 Modes of signal ad-
aptation. Signals are often dy-
namically regulated such that ex-
posure to stimulus initiates a
transient phase after which the
signal plateaus at some steady-
steady state level. Comparison
between steady-state and ini-
tial level of signal suggests four
forms of adaptation.
random walk by taking fairly straight “runs” while reducing their frequency of
“tumbles,” allowing the organism to move up an attractant gradient (30). Whereas
the default condition is to tumble, when bacteria are exposed to a stimulant such as
aspartate a series of fairly well-characterized signaling events leads to an increase
in straight runs (30, 31). These signals return quickly to basal levels, and the motor
is again returned to the default tumble mode (32). This rapid, complete adaptation
is preserved over five orders of magnitude of aspartate concentrations and is a
feature that permits sensitive response to chemical gradients (33).
In contrast to concurrent complete adaptation of transient signal and response,
signals that undergo complete adaptation also affect late cell responses. Transient
activation of extracellular signal–regulated kinase 2 (ERK2) in mammalian cells
has been shown to coincide with cell proliferation (34) and progression through G1
(35) or S (AR Asthagiri, CA Reinhart, AF Horwitz, DA Lauffenburger, submitted
for publication; 37) phase of the cell cycle, depending on the cell system and mode
of stimulation. In the case of stimulation of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cell by
adhesion to fibronectin, ERK2 activation with lifetime as brief as15 min affects
DNA synthesis occurring 15 h after exposure to stimulus (36). Moreover, the
integral of the transient ERK2 activity time-course serves as an effective metric
for encapsulating the information content of this signal and permits quantitative
correlation to levels of both upstream stimulus (38) and downstream DNA syn-
thesis (36). Because a large number of signaling responses have been shown to
have similar pulse-like activation time-courses, these findings extend the impor-
tant notion that signals undergoing complete adaptation may be equally significant
information transducers as those signals that maintain a supra-basal steady-state
level.
Another class of transient signals demonstrates cyclical behavior. Oscillations
of cytosolic free calcium (Ca2C) occur as either baseline spikes or sinusoidal oscil-
lations (39). An increase in agonist amount elevates the frequency without affecting
the amplitude of baseline Ca2C spikes (40). Both positive and negative feedback
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mechanisms are central to creating cyclical signals whose frequency is dependent
on agonist dose (39). Model predictions indicate that signal frequency contains
the information content of the Ca2C response as it relates the Ca2C signal to the
level of cell response (41); recent experimental reports support this concept in
relation to both cell response (42) and molecular mechanisms (43). The advantage
of frequency-encoded signals may be in the detection of low levels of stimulus,
as correspondingly low frequency of calcium spikes may permit the build-up of a
downstream signal, provided the downstream modification is not reversed within
the same time scale as the periodicity of Ca2C spikes (39, 41, 44).
In addition to calcium, periodic behavior of cyclins and cyclin-dependent ki-
nases regulates progression through the cell cycle, and unlike Ca2C pulses that typ-
ically occur in short time scales (seconds–minutes) the cell cycle has signaling pe-
riodicity on the order of hours. Phase plane analysis shows that kinetic parameters
that maintain a noncyclic, supra-basal steady-state value of cyclin-cdk activity lead
to cell cycle arrest, and only certain values of kinetic parameters are conducive to
oscillations in cyclin-cdk activity, essental for traversal through the cell cycle (45).
Both cyclical and noncyclical transient signals play a crucial role in information
transfer, necessitating models that analyze both transient and steady-state aspects
of signal transduction. Accordingly, kinetic models must include bi-directional
information transfer mechanisms such as positive and negative feedback regulation
that impart complex dynamic features to signal transduction. This emphasis on
transient behavior contrasts with standard metabolic engineering analysis, which
currently emphasizes steady-state flux distribution in metabolic pathways (13).
Although comparison between flux of information in signal transduction and flux of
metabolites in metabolic pathways is metaphorically descriptive (46), information
flux analysis will require a different mathematical framework than that used to
follow mass exchange of atomic species from one metabolite to another. This
alternative approach is required not only to enable dynamic analysis of information
conversion among various biochemical properties of different classes of signaling
components, but also to incorporate the unique biophysical regulatory elements
prevalent in signal transduction.
Biophysical Aspects
Closer consideration of signaling components and reactions suggest biophysi-
cal regulation of signal transduction adds another layer of complexity to these
systems on top of contributions from the large number of signaling components
and biochemical interconnectivity. Protein-protein and protein-lipid associations
specifically distribute signaling moieties to cellular locations, thereby physically
channeling information flow. Often these associations lead to large multi-protein
complexes wherein intermolecular presentation and access may affect signal prop-
agation (47). Moreover, physical linkage between intracellular cytoskeletal fila-
ments and ECM provide means for force transmission into the cell, where conse-
quent biochemical signaling events are induced. Because spatial distribution and
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mechanical forces play an important and widespread role in signal transduction,
models coupling these biophysical aspects to descriptions of signaling biochem-
istry are required to obtain a more complete mechanistic understanding of signal
propagation.
Spatial Distribution Ensuring proper intracellular and extracellular communi-
cation requires that signals not only possess appropriate magnitude and kinetics,
but also route to specific locations. In immune responses, cytokines that attract
leukocytes and macrophages must be distributed along a “track” that these cells
can follow to a site of injury. In development, ligand distribution can determine
spatial patterning within tissues by selectively inducing differentiated phenotypes
in cells at proper locations. Within the cell, signals for gene expression need to
be translocated into the nucleus, where transcription can be initiated, whereas
commands for migration may be distributed along the cytoskeleton to induce con-
traction or at focal adhesions to regulate cell-substratum adhesivity.
Within the extracellular environment, the ECM exercises spatial control by be-
having not as a homogenous stagnant hydrogel but as a dynamic space wherein both
passive and active transport mechanisms regulate location of extracellular cues.
While diffusion of soluble proteins through ECM is retarded owing to viscous drag
and tortuosity that result from the presence of protein and polysaccharide scaffolds
(48), additional properties of ECM further modulate spatial distribution of soluble
ligands. For example, transport of basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) through
ECM is a function not only of its diffusion in the matrix, but also its binding to
heparan sulfate found on proteoglycans in the matrix or on cell surfaces. Block-
ing bFGF interaction with proteoglycans with addition of soluble heparin allows
bFGF to travel with a higher apparent diffusion coefficient (49). The potential
significance of proteoglycan-mediated regulation of bFGF transport is depicted
in an in vitro study of the ability of bFGF to induce morphological changes in
bovine aortic endothelial (BAE) cells. When applied at the center of a monolayer
of BAE cells, bFGF plus heparin stimulated morphological changes at a 10-fold
greater radius than bFGF alone (50). Hence, modulating proteoglycan-bFGF in-
teraction may provide dynamic spatial control over bFGF-induced responses in
tissues.
A different transport mechanism is employed in regulating distribution of the
ligand Wingless (Wg) in Drosophila development (51). Diffusion of this Wnt
protein is also restricted, perhaps partially by its interaction with proteoglycans;
however, in this system, an active vesicular transport mechanism shuttles this
ligand over long distances and in a spatially-directed manner (52). A cell-surface
receptor, possibly different from the signal-transducing Wg receptor (53), binds
and internalizes the ligand, which is consequently released back to the extracellular
milieu. By polarizing the internalization and release along the anterior-posterior
axis of each cell, the ligand is effectively directed in a cell-driven and likely
energy-consuming mechanism.
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Another cell-mediated control of ligand transport is observed in autocrine cells
that secrete ligands for which they also possess receptors (54). First-glance obser-
vation may suggest that an autocrine loop is a roundabout method of autonomous
regulation of single cell behavior, perhaps more efficiently driven if all commands
are conveyed intracellularly. However, implications of autocrine signaling are bet-
ter appreciated if we consider system conditions that permit escape of ligand
signal into surrounding milieu. By modulating parameters such as cell density,
the radius over which ligand can communicate its signal can be expanded to en-
compass a community of cells or constrained to regulate a local group of cells
(55, 56).
At a single cell level, these properly positioned extracellular cues are typically
recognized at the cell membrane, where spatial issues further regulate stimulus
sensing and intracellular signal propagation. In some cases, membrane recep-
tors initially propagate their detection of a ligand through a cascade of events
involving primarily membrane-associated proteins. For example, ligated seven
transmembrane-spanning G protein–coupled receptors mediate dissociation of
GDP-associated trimeric G proteins into a Gγ and GTP-associated G subunit,
each of which go on to affect the activity level of downstream target enzymes (57).
For membrane-constrained reactions operating in a diffusion-limited regime, mod-
els of collision-coupling reactions involving enzymatic conversion of substrate to
product produce a local zone of substrate depletion if the substrate modification
is irreversible (58). This depletion zone arises because of the comparably faster
rate of substrate consumption than diffusion of new substrate into the microen-
vironment of each enzyme. These localized reductions in substrate concentration
result in a reduced overall reaction rate compared to the case in which even spatial
distribution is maintained. Hence, relative balance of diffusion and reaction rates
in combination with signaling biochemistry specifications such as irreversibility
of substrate modifications jointly determine spatial distribution of signaling com-
ponents and rate of signal transfer.
Spatial regulation of information transfer also derives from dynamic allocation
of signaling components to different compartments within the cell (59). For exam-
ple, in GFR-mediated signaling, ligand-bound, autophosphorylated GFR (GFR)
associates with substrates that in turn affect their targets (8). However, progression
through this biochemical pathway is regulated by redistribution mechanisms that
either maintain GFR at the plasma membrane or sequester it into small intracellu-
lar vesicles (endosomes) that invaginate from the cell membrane. This partitioning
of a subpopulation of GFR and its associated substrate (GFR-substrate) into the
endosome may inhibit access to target molecules that localize solely to the plasma
membrane. A theoretical model of this compartmentalization effect predicts that
signal transfer through GFR may be modulated even if the biochemical activity
of the GFR-substrate is equal in both compartments (60). Experimental evidence
of this compartmentalization effect has been shown in the epidermal growth fac-
tor receptor (EGFR) system wherein phosphorylated EGFR (EGFR) binds and
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activates phospholipase C-γ (PLCγ ), which in turn cleaves PIP2 into IP3 and DAG.
Despite equal levels of PLCγ activity in cells in which EGFR was maintained
predominantly in the membrane or in endosomes, the latter endosomal sequestra-
tion of EGFR reduced PIP2 hydrolysis, suggesting that access to PIP2 thwarted
signal propagation through this pathway (61).
Eventually, the signal that has been sensed and partially processed near the
membrane is transferred into the cell interior, often with continued involvement
of protein-protein or protein-lipid associations. In addition to involvement in
important regulatory functions such as compartmentalization, these interspecies
associations concentrate specific cytosolic proteins within close proximity of the
information-rich membrane. If this translocation raises the local concentration to
saturating levels, signal transfer may occur with “zero-order” ultrasensitivity even
though averaged concentrations based on the entire cell volume would not predict
this behavior (62).
However, nonspecific localization of signaling molecules to areas of high signal-
ing activity containing numerous signaling moieties may yield undesired cross talk
between what should be unrelated pathways. Additionally, different stimuli often
use common signaling components to affect varied end-point cell functions, further
increasing the possibility of erroneous information exchange between pathways.
In some cases, preserving fidelity of stimulus-response connections is achieved
through scaffold proteins that bring molecules together and physically wire a spe-
cific pathway leading to an appropriate cell response (63, 64). In Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, the kinase Ste11 is involved in pathways that affect both mating re-
sponse and cellular osmolarity (63). The choice between these two pathways is
determined by which scaffold protein, Ste5 or Pbs2, preferentially recruits Ste11.
Because each scaffold protein is associated with a different set of downstream
molecules, differential scaffolding of Ste11 commits it to effect a particular cell
response.
In addition to determining the dynamics and fidelity of signaling, spatial effects
also target signals to proper locations in the cell at which an end-point activity is
performed. Signals affecting migration may target to sites of cell-substratum in-
teraction while those regulating gene expression, cell cycle progression, or differ-
entiation are directed to the nucleus. Some scaffolding proteins, such as A-kinase
anchoring proteins (AKAPs), play a prominent role in this aspect of spatial regu-
lation (64). AKAPs possess one domain that localizes them to a particular cellular
location while another domain interacts with the regulatory domain of protein ki-
nase A (PKA). A family of30 different AKAPs serve to position PKA to certain
subcellular locations such as along actin filaments or microtubules or with calcium
channels or NMDA receptors in post-synaptic junctions.
From this overview of spatial distribution effects on signal propagation, it is
evident that signaling constituents within a cell do not perform under “well-mixed”
conditions but are precisely positioned to optimize function. Importantly, this
positional regulation is not established as a static backdrop on which dynamic
biochemistry then propagates the signal. Rather, because biochemistry and spatial
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distribution are interconnected with one determining the other, spatial effects must
be modeled as dynamic features. This dynamic character of spatial distribution
provides an alternative point of regulation of information flux on top of signaling
biochemistry specifications.
Mechanical Forces In addition to chemical stimuli such as soluble cytokines and
ECM proteins, mechanical forces also induce changes in cell behavior. External
load regulates chondrocyte proteoglycan synthesis, thereby altering mechanical
resistance of cartilage to compressive stresses (65–67). In vivo mechanical load
on cardiac and skeletal muscle determines muscle mass, and in vitro cultured
cardiac and skeletal myocytes subject to static stretch undergo hypertrophy—an
increase in protein synthesis without DNA synthesis (66, 68–70). In endothelial
cells lining blood vessel walls, exposure to shear stress changes cell morphology
and gene expression (71, 72). Also, transmural blood flow through interstitial
spaces in tissue imparts shear stress on smooth muscle cells, altering their cell
behavioral state (73).
Translating these externally applied forces into cellular responses may partly
involve intracellular transmission of forces originally sensed at the cell membrane
(74). Mechanoreceptors such as integrin adhesion receptors and cell-cell contact
receptors are ideal force conductors, as these receptors bind to both ECM proteins
and intracellular cytoskeletal proteins, thereby physically linking the external pro-
tein matrix to the internal cell shape–defining scaffold (74, 75). Micromanipulation
of ligand-coated microbeads attached to cell surfaces through specific integrin-
ligand interactions transmits forces across the membrane through the cytoskeleton
and results in nuclear deformations (76). A tensegrity model proposes that forces
that deform ECM or ECM-cell contacts result in alterations in the configuration
of all three filament systems—actin, intermediate, and microtubules—shifting the
internal stress field along these cables from one state to another (74).
Either through this global mechanical deformation and stress redistribution (74)
or through force-mediated effects on transmembrane linkages alone (77), a variety
of biochemical events are initiated, many of which are similar to those induced by
recognition of chemical stimuli. Endothelial cell exposure to shear stress induces
intracellular biochemical events with time scales ranging from <1 min to >6 h
(71). The rapid signaling responses include activation of potassium ion channels
and changes in intracellular calcium levels, whereas late responses involve cell
morphological realignment and gene regulation (71). Exposure to shear stress also
induces phosphorylation of growth factor receptors and members of prototypical
GFR signaling pathways such as Shc, ERK, and JNK (78). Importantly, blocking
these biochemical events abrogates force-induced cellular response. Expression
of the SH2 domain of Shc reduces shear stress–induced ERK2 activation in en-
dothelial cells (78), whereas blocking potassium channels inhibits shear-induced
TGF-1 gene transcription (79). These findings emphasize the significant interme-
diary role played by biochemical signaling events in converting mechanical forces
into cellular responses.
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Hence, determining mechanisms whereby mechanical forces alter biochemical
interactions in signal transduction will provide significant insight into understand-
ing force-mediated regulation of cell behavior. Several potential mechanisms have
been proposed. Force-mediated geometrical reconfiguration of the cytoskeleton
may reduce interfilament spacing and bring filament-associated proteins within
closer proximity of each other, potentially enhancing chemical reactions by ele-
vating local concentrations of interacting species (74). Alternatively, forces dis-
tributed along noncovalent protein-protein bonds may alter bond formation and
dissociation kinetics (80). This is particularly applicable to cytoskeletal proteins
and signaling molecules that form multi-protein complexes at sites of cell-ECM
and cell-cell contact. At these junctions, any stress on the surrounding matrix or
neighboring cell would be imparted into these multi-protein complexes wherein
interprotein bonds would be stressed, thereby altering chemical signal transduction
events (74). Finally, forces may affect enzyme functionality by physically altering
molecular structure (81). This would be equivalent to a mechanical version of
allosteric regulation analogous to the well-known chemically induced alteration
in enzyme conformation. Some ion channels have been shown to interact with
the cytoskeleton and may be directly affected by stretch-induced alterations in
molecular structure (82). In any or all of these ways, mechanical forces can be
incorporated into models of biomolecular signaling networks by accounting for
these effects on biochemical and biophysical interaction parameters.
Importantly, physiochemical signaling is not constrained to one-way transfor-
mation of mechanical signals into biochemical ones. The reverse conversion also
occurs and is most evident in the role of motor proteins. Chemical signals acti-
vate motor proteins that generate contractile forces along cytoskeletal elements
such as actin filaments. These forces are then distributed onto filament termina-
tion sites such as cell-substratum contact where the force is imparted onto the
local ECM proteins. This may mediate ECM remodeling and may also stretch
ECM proteins to expose cryptic sites on these multidomain structures (83). In
this way, interchange between chemical and mechanical signals relays commands
from within the cell to the extracellular milieu through physiochemical “inside-out”
signaling.
TOWARD INTEGRATED NETWORK MODELS
Alongside analysis of both biochemical and biophysical elements governing spe-
cific signaling pathways, it will be equally essential to integrate these pathways
into a network model of signal transduction. In fact, models incorporating multi-
ple pathways into a network structure reveal features not observed from analysis
of individual pathways. Such emergent properties include self-sustaining signals
resulting from positive feedback interactions between two pathways despite a tran-
sient stimulus, provided the stimulus passes a threshold level of magnitude and
duration (84).
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Considering network models involving more interconnected pathways and in-
cluding biophysical effects dramatically elevates the number of parameters and
components that would be required to describe the hundreds of interactions in a
one-level, mass-action kinetic model (85). A potentially effective and efficient ap-
proach we might propose, which could generate useful conceptual insights, would
be to group signaling events into modules containing interrelated pathways with
spatial or biochemical ties, enabling a two-level hierarchical approach wherein
the overall signaling network is modeled in terms of process modules, and each
module in terms of its underlying biochemical/biophysical molecular interactions.
Signaling modules would be defined as discrete units whose underlying mecha-
nisms can be studied first in isolation and then integrated into a larger flow diagram
of networked modules. One example module may be focal adhesion complexes
composed of physically associated signaling and cytoskeletal proteins (86). This
“solid-state” module receives several inputs, processes them through biochemical
and biophysical interactions of constituent molecules, and yields multiple out-
puts (47). Efforts to analyze focal adhesion signal processing would provide this
module’s salient performance characteristics or rules of operation, which can then
be incorporated into a network of modules without including all the mass-action
kinetic equations for focal adhesion signal processing.
Alternatively, modules may be biochemical stand-alone units without require-
ment for spatial localization. One such closely studied module is the MAPK module
of protein kinases, typically involving sequential activation of three kinases in an
enzyme cascade (87) (Figure 1). Here, multiple events may collectively determine
the activity of the first enzyme, after which the module operates based on intrin-
sic properties and yields an output—the activity level of the final kinase. Kinetic
models for this module fully describing its operation would provide simple perfor-
mance equations for this unit, which would allow easier integration of this module
into a larger web of similarly defined process units.
Now, given the first level of well-characterized modules and their associated
performance equations, what form is most appropriate for the second-tier overall
network model that integrates these modules? Enzymatic reaction networks have
been shown to emulate either Boolean or fuzzy logic functions such as AND, OR,
and XOR, suggesting that some modules can best be represented in a computa-
tion algorithm framework (88). Alternatively, one could envision multimolecular
assemblies serving process functions of various types, which can then be intercon-
nected in different ways to yield diverse input/output functions; rough analogies
to electrical circuit modules such as amplifiers might usefully stimulate modeling
approaches. Combining such circuit representation of transcriptional regulation
with biochemical kinetic descriptions has yielded successful simulation of  phage
lysis-lysogeny decision (89, 90). Hence, in addition to incorporation into signaling
circuits, modules may be networked in a manner similar to the assembly of unit op-
erations into overall processes. Here, signaling outputs would be directed between
different modules providing the interconnectivity, and optimization and network
performance can be assessed from a process systems perspective. As frameworks
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are developed to model networks, it is likely that some hybrid of electrical circuit
and process systems analysis will be necessary to integrate the biochemical and
biophysical processes governing signal transduction and to estimate its perfor-
mance over broad time and space scales.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
With the exciting likelihood that the Human Genome Project will consummate the
complete DNA sequencing of the human genome, and high-throughput genomics
and proteomics methods will reveal gene and protein expression profiles, there is
an equally significant task of determining the functional role of these molecules,
not in isolation but within a network of interactions. However, consideration of the
interconnected biochemistry alone is not sufficient, as biophysical aspects provide
an important layer of regulation, requiring novel imaging techniques for dynami-
cally tracking spatial distributions of signaling proteins. Because these reactions
and biophysical elements do not arrange into parallel, independent pathways but
into an interconnected web, it hampers interpretation of experiments aimed at as-
signing function to newly identified proteins, as observations may not fit intuitive
expectations of simple linear cause-effect relationships (91). Thus, prescribing
function to signaling moieties likely must occur in parallel with predicting behav-
ior of complex, integrated signaling networks through mathematical models and
engineering analysis and synthesis.
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